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Area 5/C Select Program Guidelines 
 

Effective:  1 August 2011 
 

PROGRAM 
 
The SELECT program is an Area 5/C secondary program for U-10 through U-19 players (boys 
and girls) currently being offered in Area C of Section 5.  This program is designed to provide 
options for players to play soccer at a more challenging level for those players who possess 
the desire and appropriate skills and abilities. These guidelines shall serve as the governing 
document for the SELECT Program conducted in Area 5/C. 

 
JURISDICTION 
 
Because several Regions in Area C are participating in this program, the program is under the 
jurisdiction of the Area Director.   
 
Each Region that sponsors a select program is required to have a Select Program 
Coordinator. The Select Program Coordinator, in cooperation with the Regional Commissioner, 
will report directly to the Area Director.  
 
PLAYER ELIGIBILITY 
 
Each Regional Commissioner of a Region electing to participate in the SELECT program is 
responsible for his/her Region’s compliance with established player eligibility requirements.  
Player eligibility, as pertains to age requirements to participate in a specific gender/age 
bracket, is defined in the AYSO National Rules & Regulations.    
 
In order to try out for a SELECT team, players must be registered with AYSO.  Players shall be 
selected through an evaluation and selection process (Attachment 1 provides a method).  The 
process used by each region will be submitted to Area Director for information. The AYSO 
National Office player database shall be the source of determining all players’ current 
registration status, the creation of team rosters and ID cards.   

Gender/age bracket placement of players shall be based on their age as of July 31 of the 
current registration year.  SELECT permits placement based on single year age increments.  
Divisions may be formed in single-year age brackets with approval from the Area Director. 

Player should be required to participate in a Primary season for that AYSO year. They must 
participate in at least 1/2 of the season’s (spring or fall) activities. If the select program starts in 
the fall, then they must also participate in the fall season on a team, meeting the requirements 
just previously mentioned. If the select team begins in the spring, then they must participate in 
either the fall or spring season. A player may not participate on a select team until the player 
has participated in 1/2 of the seasons activities in the fall or spring season. Hence, Select 
teams in the fall may not begin until 1/2 of the fall season activities are completed.   

Regions may form AYSO teams to play Select teams, but not participate in tournaments.  
These players and coaches have to be registered with AYSO and placed on a separate roster. 
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Placing/playing an ineligible player on a team may result in the expulsion of the player or 
coach from the SELECT program, or such other disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by 
the Area Director. The Area Director shall also determine the extent of culpability with the 
possibility of additional sanctions being administered. 

 

COACH ELIGIBILITY 

Coaches participating in SELECT should be of the excellent quality.  At a minimum, SELECT 
coaches (head or assistant) must: 
 

 Have a current Volunteer Application on file at the National Office; 

 Be an AYSO trained and certified coach; 

 Be Safe Haven certified; 

 Be an active participant in the Region’s standard primary program as an instructor, 
coach or Referee mentor, or other volunteer service the Region determines adequate to 
fulfill this requirement; 

 Be in good standing with the Region, Area and/or Section and AYSO; 

 Be approved by the Region board; and 

 Be evaluated and renewed each membership year. 

It is recommended that coaches desiring to coach must have completed age specific 
training/certification levels as listed below:   
 
U-10:  U-10 Coach 

 U-12:  U-12 Coach 

U-14:  Intermediate Coach        

U-16 and U-19:  Advanced Coach   

 Those wanting to coach must fill in an application and submit it for approval. The Region 
and/or Area SELECT Coordinator will conduct a mandatory SELECT coach meeting prior to the 
start of the SELECT season which each coach assigned to an SELECT team must attend. 

TEAM ROSTERS AND ID CARDS 

Team rosters for teams participating in the SELECT program must be received by the SELECT 
Region/Area Program Coordinator no later than 2 weeks prior to the start of the Select Team’s 
first event. i.e. practice/and or game and shall include: 

 Region and division identification 
 

 The Coach and Assistant Coach names, addresses, home and cell phone numbers, e-
mail addresses and current Coach Certification level. 

 Team member AYSO ID numbers 
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 Player information: AYSO ID number, jersey number, name, address, phone number 
and birth date. 

 

 Team number, uniform colors and team name (if available). 
 

 Signature of the Regional Commissioner verifying players and coaches and confirming 
appropriate player registration and coach volunteer status, training and certification. 

Revisions to rosters may occur when: 

 A player drops from a team. 

 The total amount of player drops, for whatever reason, lowers the number of 
permanent rostered players to less than the number of field players permitted in 
the division.  At that point, the team will be allowed to add one (1) player.  This 
player cannot be drafted from another AYSO team whose season is still in 
progress.  The additional player must be approved by the Regional 
Commissioner and the Area Director. 

Revised rosters must be submitted to the appropriate authority prior to the new team member 
participating in a game. 

Coaches shall prepare ID cards for each participating SELECT player and for a maximum of 
two coaches per team from the eAYSO database.  The ID cards shall bear the name, recent 
photo and AYSO ID# of the respective player or coach, and for coaches, their certification level 
as well as the signature of the Regional Commissioner.  ID cards must be laminated. 

 
ROSTER, ID AND PLAYER REGISTRATION FORMS REQUIRED  
 

Properly completed and laminated ID cards for all players and a maximum of two coaches and 
a team lineup card shall be presented to the Referee by each team prior to the start of each 
SELECT program game. 

Coaches must wear ID cards visibly on their person during all games.  Cards may be clipped 
on jackets or shirts, or worn on neck lanyards. 

For each SELECT program team, the coaches must have a team roster, ID cards and copies 
of AYSO Player Registration Forms (with Emergency Authorization) for each participating 
player as well as their own ID cards.  These must be at all events (games, practices, 
scrimmages, parties etc.) in which the team participates. 

REGIONAL SUPPORT 

Fields – Regions must provide an adequate number of fields.  Fields/equipment needs to be 
age appropriate. Participating Regions are responsible for properly preparing all fields used.  
Field set-up and take down is the responsibility of the hosting Region  

Officiating – Referees will be assigned to games in divisions for which they are certified based 
on their badge level, as follows: 
 
U-10 – Basic 

U-12/U14 – Intermediate 

U-16/ U-19 – Advanced    
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All SELECT program games shall be officiated using the Diagonal System of Control, i.e. one 
Referee and two assistant Referees. 

The use of “club linesmen” is encouraged when an insufficient number of assistant Referees 
are available.  Club linesman shall only call the ball in and out of play.  The Dual (two-man) 
System of Control is not allowed. 

Regional Referee Administrators shall assign “neutral” Referees of appropriate skill and ability 
to all SELECT program games assigned to their region. Referees shall be a minimum of two 
years older than the oldest players in the division to which they have been assigned.  If Youth 
Referees are assigned to any games, a field monitor should also be assigned. 

 

TEAM FORMAT 

The SELECT Program is designed for the U-10 through U-19 age divisions.  Teams must be 
formed according to a region managed selection procedure. 

The maximum number of players on a team must not exceed the numbers stated in the AYSO 
National Rules and Regulations, but it is recommended that the maximum size roster be used.     

Guest players are not allowed in the SELECT program. 

At no time is inter-regional recruitment of players allowed without the prior approval of each of 
the Regional Commissioners and Area Director concerned.  Recruitment without prior approval 
may result in sanctions by the Area Director, who shall convene as a disciplinary board in such 
instances. 

 

PLAYER EVALUATION/SELECTION PROCEDURES 

All participants in a selection process must be registered with AYSO prior to the process.  All 
currently registered AYSO players in the gender/age bracket of the selection being conducted 
are eligible to participate.  
 
All players must be newly selected each membership year. Teams will be reformed and 
balanced each membership year. It is possible that not all players who tryout will be selected 
to a team. 
 
Each player who participates in the player selection process will be notified promptly after the 
final selection date whether he or she was selected to a team. Notification must first be given 
to those players who were not selected. 
 
Regions are encouraged to select as large a team as allowed by AYSO Rules and Regulations 
to ensure enough players and substitutes are available each game day as well as to eliminate 
the need for adding players at a later date. 
 

Regions shall use player selection procedures that are designed to be impartial, fair and are 
considerate of the players and their families. Multiple evaluation opportunities are strongly 
recommended.  
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UNIFORMS 

All uniforms and equipment will be in accordance with AYSO National Rules and Regulations.  

General Region funds are not to be expended for any SELECT player uniforms, warm-ups, 
backpacks, additional field usage needs, etc. 

The Home team in a match is responsible for wearing uniform jerseys (or scrimmage vests) 
that clearly distinguish them from the other team.  In case of color conflicts, the Home team is 
required to change uniform colors. The Referee is the final authority on the safety of any 
player’s uniform and equipment. 

 

PRACTICE/TRAINING 

Teams are NOT permitted to begin practice or engage in any training activity until approved by 
the Regional Commissioner, but no sooner than August 1 of the new membership year.    Only 
players on the official roster are permitted to participate in team training.   

Teams can hold no more than four (4) practices per month during the fall primary season and 
no more than two (2) practices per week during the spring season. 

 

GAMES 

Games between Area 5/C Select Teams will be scheduled during the Area 5/C Select 
schedule meeting.  Regions will be responsible for scheduling Select Team games held during 
the fall and spring season.   

An Area 5/C sponsored round robin soccer fest will be held approximately two (2) weeks prior 
to the Section 5 Tournament (held Father’s Day weekend). 

Select teams can schedule one (1) game per month during the fall primary season and one (1) 
game per week during the spring season. 

All games, scrimmages, activities with non-AYSO teams are required to have prior approval by 
Regional Commissioner and Area 5/C Director (per AYSO National Policy Statements, 
paragraph 2.1).  Normal approval time will be two weeks. 

The AYSO “Everyone Plays” rule, requiring each player to play at least one-half of every 
game, and the number of players on a team rule, shall apply to AYSO teams participating in 
non-AYSO tournaments or games, regardless of whether the other team, the referee or the 
sponsors of the tournament or game apply or follow such rule.  Game cards or monitored 
substation forms (U16/U19 only) will be used to record game substitution and turned in to the 
region at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Games/scrimmages played between two AYSO teams must be conducted in accordance with 
(IAW) AYSO Rules and Regulations on number of players, substitution, length of game, etc.  
Games/scrimmages coordinated by AYSO members must be conducted IAW AYSO Rules and 
Regulations. 

The Referee is responsible for reporting all misconduct, including the cautions or send-off of 
players, coaches, or spectators or any other area of concern including unsafe conditions etc. to 
the Misconduct Reporting email address within twenty-four (24) hours of the game.  The 
Misconduct Reporting System will make appropriate distribution of the Misconduct Report.   
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If the Referee terminates a game before completion because of actions by players, coaches 
and/ or spectators, the outcome of the game will be determined by the administration of the 
program. 

If a game is suspended prior to completion due to inclement weather or any other unforeseen 
circumstances, the game score will stand as recorded by the Referee, provided one half or 
more of the regulation game time had been played at the time of suspension. 

If less than one-half of the regulation game time had been played at the time of the game 
suspension, the game will be rescheduled and played in its entirety at a later date and time.  If 
the game is not rescheduled for any reason, the game shall stand as a NOT–PLAYED game, 
regardless of the score at the time of game suspension. 

 

TOURNAMENTS 

Select teams can participate in three (3) tournaments per year.  Only one (1) tournament can 
be a non-AYSO sponsored tournament.  The limit of three tournaments does not include 
Section 5 Games or AYSO National Games.  

  

PLAYER SUBSTIUTION 

U-10, U-12 and U-14 games shall have a substitution opportunity midway through each half, at 
half time and in the event of injury.  The half time break will be five (5) – ten (10) minutes.   
 
For non-AYSO tournaments U-10, U-12, and U-14 teams shall use the same procedure 
required for AYSO games. They should observe the quarter rule and only sub at the time that 
a substitution break would normally occur in the game.  
 
U-16 and U-19 age divisions shall conduct monitored substitution using the prescribed 
reporting mechanism of a monitoring sheet to record such substitutions in order to ensure that 
all players play at a minimum half of the game. Monitoring sheets are to be given to the 
Referee at the end of the match and turned in with the game cards. 
 
MISCONDUCT 

It is the responsibility of the Referee in SELECT program games to submit a written 
Misconduct Report to the Area SELECT Program Coordinator and Area Director within 24 
hours after the conclusion of the game at which the offence occurred. 

There is no mandatory “cooling off” period for cautioned players.  It is recommended that, at 
the coach’s request and with the Referee’s permission, a cautioned player, or any player 
having difficulty controlling his emotions, may be substituted at the earliest opportunity. 

The Referee must also report any behavior by coaches and/or spectators on or off the field 
that seriously interferes with the game and/or proper standards of conduct. 

The penalty for a player (Red Card), coach and/or spectator sent-off from the field for any 
reason in a SELECT program game shall be a minimum one (1) game suspension.  Such 
suspension shall be served in the first game (not scrimmage) that is played following the game 
of the incident.  The suspension for violent conduct or serious foul play shall be a minimum of 
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two (2) games and the length of any suspension may be increased and other disciplinary 
measures applied if deemed warranted by the Area Director in conjunction with the Area 
SELECT Program Coordinator. 

If the player sent off is a minor (under 18 years of age), he/she must leave the field in the 
company of his/her parent(s) or guardian(s).  Otherwise, the player may remain in the 
proximity of the field, under adult supervision by the coach or a Safe Haven certified adult. 

Should violators of the penalties set forth in this section refuse to immediately leave the field 
when requested to do so by the Referee, the game shall be suspended until the situation has 
been resolved.  If it is not resolved, in what the Referee considers a reasonable amount of 
time, the game shall be terminated and the incident reported to the Area SELECT Program 
Coordinator and Area Director. 

A player serving a suspension and not in uniform may attend the team’s next scheduled game 
as a spectator, but may not participate in any manner. 

An adult serving a suspension may not be present at the game (including pre and post game 
activities) or participate in any manner. 

In the event a suspended player or coach participates in a match for which he/she has been 
suspended, the game shall be recorded as a forfeit in favor of the opposing team.  For each 
such event, the original suspension must be served at the next game played by the team, an 
additional one game suspension must be served at the following game, and the coach of such 
team must serve a one game suspension. 

Send-Off’s (Red Cards) and/or Cautions (Yellow Cards) given in SELECT games are not 
subject to appeal. 

The Area SELECT Program Coordinator, the Area Director, with the assistance of the Area 
Referee Administrator(s) and the Area Coach Administrator(s), together with the respective 
Regional Commissioners, shall review all inter-regional disciplinary issues not resolved at the 
regional level.  Any disciplinary action taken must be communicated within 96 hrs of the game 
in which the incident occurred.  Disciplinary hearings may be called if deemed necessary by 
the Area Director, or if requested in writing. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Recommended Open Tryout Procedures 

Area 5/C SELECT Program 
 
The following procedures outlined in this document are to be used to fairly evaluate a player’s soccer 
skills.     
 
In order for the evaluation of players to be meaningful to both players and coaches across the program, the 
evaluation system must be applied as consistently as possible among all evaluators.  Recognizing that 
differences among evaluators are to be expected, we nevertheless want to minimize these differences as best we 
can.  Our challenge is to provide players and coaches a meaningful measure of player abilities relative to other 
players trying out for this program. 
 
The Director of the Tryout for Program XXX must: 

Inform eligible players of date and location of the tryout. 
Ensure tryout publicity is adequate and timely. 
Secure appropriate facilities/equipment 

Two full-sized soccer goals for three of the four tryout stations. 
Painter or cones for marking grids as required. 
12 size 5 (maybe 4s) soccer balls and a ball pump. 
Drinking water 
First-aid supplies 
Pens, pencils, clipboards as required by staff (to include Evaluators) 

 
Tryout staff requirements: 

 Registrar: 
Registers the players as they arrive for the tryout. 

 
Group assigner: 

Will place all players in a tryout group and place their name on the tryout summary sheet (see 
Tryout Summary Sheet). 
 

Two or three people to help with whatever issues might arise: 
Setting up the nets 
Getting water 
Putting out cones 
To do whatever might be needed. 
Be “jack of all trade”, with the exception of being an evaluator.  
 

Evaluators: 
Eleven (11) evaluators (8 station evaluators and 3 goalkeeper evaluators) are required for a full 
tryout (Number of players trying out will determine the hard number of evaluators required for 
each tryout). 

 
Evaluators must. 

Become familiar with the evaluation tool (see Evaluation Tool and Evaluation Station 
Descriptions).  
Review the purpose of individual station with players as group arrives to their station. 
Evaluate all players fairly. 

 
 
Tryout Overview: 

A player’s technical, tactical, functional attacking and functional defending skills are to be evaluated by 
neutral evaluators using the same defined process at every tryout. 
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Every player must receive a copy of a personal Evaluation Form completed by an Evaluator. 
 

The Tally Sheet(s) will be used to transfer player information to the Personal Evaluation Form. 
 

The original Tally Sheet(s) must be kept by the Regional Commissioner. 
 

All players must have a numbered soccer shirt; there must not be a duplication of numbers.   
 

Before the evaluations commence, a coach (not evaluator) must conduct a solid 20 minute warm-up.  
 
Each player’s technical, tactical, functional attacking and functional defending skills will be assessed at four 
different evaluation stations (see page X). The four stations will be staffed with two (2) Field Evaluators and one 
(1) Goalkeeper Evaluator (with the exception of the station that has no goalkeepers). 

All evaluators must fully understand the criteria that will be used to evaluate the players trying out. 
 
Groups of 12 players will begin at each station and will rotate (players rotate, not evaluators) between stations at 
timed intervals of 20 minutes until they have completed all four stations. A maximum of two goalkeepers per goal 
will alternate in the goal at three of the stations (one station has no need for goalkeepers). If there are not exactly 
12 players per group, the Lead Evaluator must make appropriate adjustments when organizing the small sided 
games. There should be no fewer than 5 or no more than 7 a side assigned to each group and there must be a 10 
minute break for the players between station rotations. 
 

 
Stations 

 
Station 1 - Technical 
On half of a full sized soccer field, players will play 6 vs. 6 possession (keep away) under pressure for 20 minutes. 
This activity is designed to enable players to demonstrate their technical abilities. Evaluators will concentrate on 
the evaluation of players’ dribbling, passing and ball control abilities including: turning, shielding, vision, 
feints/fakes, balance and touch while dribbling; passing with accuracy, pace, timing and deceptiveness; and 
controlling techniques using various surfaces while maintaining eye contact with the ball and ultimately preparing 
the ball for the next move (see Technical Evaluation Sheet).  
 
Station 2 - Tactical 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers (see 
Goalkeeper Evaluation) for 20 minutes (rotate the goalkeepers if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on 
the evaluation of players’ overall skills in developing tactical play including: field awareness; communication; 
leadership; awareness of organization and shape of play; ability to play on and off the ball; and ability to support, 
create options and make appropriate runs that support the attack or defense (see Tactical Evaluation Sheet). 
 
Station 3 - Functional Attacking 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers for 20 
minutes (rotate the goalkeepers if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on the evaluation of players’ 
ability to maintain possession under pressure, create individual and team space, turn on a defender, recognize 
and take the direct route to goal, plus anticipation, preparation, decisiveness and timing when shooting. 
 
Station 4- Functional Defending 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers for 20 
minutes (rotate the goalkeepers if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on the evaluation of players’ 
defending control and balance, ability to establish appropriate marking distance, goal-side/ball-side position, 
ability to prevent an attacker from turning and tackling skills. 
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AYSO (Program name) Tactical Evaluation Form 

Player Name  ___________________________________________ Date ________________    

Evaluator ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________                         
 

Station 1 - TACTICAL  

 
Outstanding (5) translates to a player who: 
Has an awareness of what is happening or what might happen on the field of play; is able to communicate 
verbally and non-verbally with teammates; has a willingness to assume responsibility for  taking charge on the 
field; and has the soccer skills required to develop tactical play.  Is very aware of  what constitutes organization 
and shape of play; is able to play both on and off the ball; consistently  provides support for the attack and 
defense and creates options with appropriate runs. 
 
Above Average (4) translates to a player who: 
Has an awareness of what is happening on the field of play; is able to communicate verbally with  teammates; will 
at times assume the responsibility for taking charge on the field; and has the skills required to develop tactical 
play.  Has an awareness of what constitutes organization and shape of play;  is able to play both on and off the 
ball; frequently provides support for the attack and defense and  creates options with appropriate runs. 
 
Average (3) translates to a player who: 
Has an awareness of play; has limited verbal and non-verbal communications with teammates; is  reluctant to 
take charge on the field; and has most of the skills required to develop tactical play.  Occasionally displays an 
awareness of what constitutes organization and shape of play while attacking  and defending; is able to play both 
on and off the ball; occasionally provides support for the attack and  defense and creates options and makes 
runs. 
 
Below Average (2) translates to a player who: 
Has a limited awareness of play; has limited verbal communications with teammates; is reluctant to take charge 
on the field; and needs to refine soccer skills in order to be able to develop tactical play. Seldom displays an 
awareness of organization and shape of play; is unable to play off the ball while attacking  and defending; and is 
at times able to provide support and makes runs.  
 
Needs Improvement (1) translates to a player who: 
Has no awareness of play; is unable to communicate with teammates; will not take charge on the field  of play; 
and lacks the skills required to develop tactical play.  Has no awareness of organization and  shape of play; is 
unable to play off the ball; and is not able to provide support or make runs.  

 
Score   
 
Overall Rating For: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership  
5 = Outstanding   4 = Above Average   3 = Average        2 = Below Average 1 = Needs Improvement 

 
Score  
 
 
Additional Comments: 
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AYSO (Program name) Technical Evaluation Form 

Player Name ___________________________________________ Date ___________________    

Evaluator ___________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Station 2 - TECHNICAL  
Outstanding (5) translates to a player who: 
When dribbling, is expert at turning, has great touch, is able to shield defender, maintains excellent field vision 
while incorporating feints/fakes to unbalance an opponent, and consistently uses change of speed to beat an 
opponent.  When passing, passes are accurate, of correct pace, well timed, deceptive, and successful in 
advancing the ball or maintaining possession. When controlling, uses all controlling surfaces while maintaining 
eye contact with the ball, moves into the line of flight of the ball, has excellent balance, cushions on contact with 
ball, and consistently prepares the ball for the next move.  
 
Above Average (4) translates to a player who: 
When dribbling, is proficient at turning, has good touch, is able to shield defender, maintains excellent field vision 
while incorporating feints/fakes to unbalance an opponent, and frequently changes speed.  When passing, passes 
are accurate, of correct pace, adequately timed, somewhat deceptive, and successful in advancing the ball or 
maintaining possession. When controlling, uses most all controlling surfaces while maintaining eye contact with 
the ball, moves into the line of flight of the ball, has good balance, cushions on contact with ball, and frequently 
prepares the ball for the next move.  
 
Average (3) translates to a player who: 
When dribbling, is competent at turning, has average touch, is able to shield defender, maintains good field vision 
while incorporating some fakes to unbalance the opponent, and is able to change speed.  When passing, passes 
are accurate, of suitable pace, routinely timed, somewhat deceptive, and successful in advancing the ball or 
maintaining possession most of the time. When controlling, uses several controlling surfaces while maintaining 
eye contact with the ball, at times moves into the line of flight of the ball, is usually balanced, cushions on contact 
with ball, and usually prepares the ball for the next move.  
 
Below Average (2) translates to a player who: 
When dribbling, is unable to turn, has little touch, is unable to shield defender, and displays limited field vision 
while incorporating some fakes, does not change speed.  When passing, passes are accurate at times, of 
inconsistent pace, erratically timed, not deceptive, and at times are successful in advancing the ball or 
maintaining possession. When controlling, uses limited controlling surfaces while maintaining very little eye 
contact with the ball, seldom moves into the line of flight of the ball, has little balance, seldom cushions on contact 
with ball, and seldom prepares the ball for the next move.  
 
Needs Improvement (1) translates to a player who: 
When dribbling, is unable to turn, has no touch, is unable to shield defender, displays no field vision, and does not 
change speed.  When passing, passes are seldom accurate, show no pace, poorly timed, not deceptive, rarely 
successful in advancing the ball or maintaining possession. When controlling, is unable to control balls, will not 
move into the line of flight of the ball, has no balance, rarely cushions on contact with ball, and cannot prepare the 
ball for the next move. 
 

Score  
 
OVERALL RATING FOR: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership 
5 = Outstanding   4 = Above Average   3 = Average   2 = Below Average 1 = Needs Improvement 

 
Score   
 
Additional Comments (use reverse side): 
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AYSO (Program name) Functional Defending Evaluation Form 

Player Name  __________________________________________ Date ________________    

 

Evaluator ___________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________________                         
 
Station 3 - FUNCTIONAL DEFENDING 
 
Outstanding (5) translates to a player who: 
Has great defending control and balance; is able to establish appropriate marking distance; maintains a goal-side, 
ball-side position; is able to prevent an attacker from turning; and has exceptional tackling skills. 
 
Above Average (4) translates to a player who: 
Player has good defending control and balance; is able to establish good marking distance; maintains a goal-side  
and ball-side position; is able to prevent an attacker from turning; and has good tackling skills. 
 
Average (3) translates to a player who: 
Understands defending control and balance; is able to establish adequate marking distance; maintains a goal-
side, ball side position most of the time; is able to prevent an attacker from turning at times; and has adequate 
tackling skills. 
 
Below Average (2) translates to a player who: 
Needs to work on defending control and balance; at times is able to establish adequate marking distance; often is  
not ball-side, goal-side; has difficulty preventing an attacker from turning; and has weak tackling skills. 
 
Needs Improvement (1) translates to a player who: 
Has very little defending control and balance; is not able to establish marking distance; is unable to maintain a  
goal- side position; is not able to prevent an attacker from turning; and has meager tackling skills. 
 

 

 
Score  
 
 
OVERALL RATING FOR: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership  
5 =  Outstanding   4 =  Above Average   3 = Average        2 = Below Average 1 = Needs Improvement 
 

 
Score  
 
 
 
Additional Comments: 
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AYSO (Program name) Functional Attacking Evaluation Form 

Player Name  __________________________________________ Date ________________    

 

Evaluator ___________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Station 4 - FUNCTIONAL ATTACKING 

 
Outstanding (5) translates to a player who: 
Is able to constantly maintain possession of the ball under pressure; is able to create individual and team space;  
is able to turn on a defender; has the ability to take on a defender; recognizes and takes the direct route to goal;  
is able to anticipate when to shoot; and has great preparation, decisiveness and timing when shooting.   
 
Above Average (4) translates to a player who: 
Is able to maintain possession of the ball most of the time under pressure; is able to create individual and team 
space; is able to turn on a defender; has the ability to take on a defender and recognizes when to take the direct 
route to goal; is able to anticipate when to shoot; and has good preparation, decisiveness and timing when 
shooting.   
 
Average (3) translates to a player who: 
Is able to maintain possession of the ball most of the time under pressure; is able to create individual space and 
at times team space; has some reluctance to turn on a defender; hesitates to take on a defender -- would rather 
pass the ball; is able to anticipate when to shoot; has ordinary  preparation, decisiveness and timing when 
shooting.   
 
Below Average (2) translates to a player who: 
Has a limited ability to maintain possession of the ball under pressure; is unable to create individual space; will 
not turn on a defender; only looks to pass the ball; is able to anticipate when to shoot; has little preparation, 
decisiveness and timing when shooting.   

 
Needs Improvement (1) translates to a player who: 
Has no ability to maintain possession of the ball under pressure; has no conception of creating individual or team 
space; is not able to turn on a defender; will not challenge a defender and will not go to goal; does not anticipate 
when to shoot; and is lacking in preparation, decisiveness and timing when shooting.  

 
  

Score  
 

 

OVERALL RATING FOR: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership 
5 = Outstanding   4 = Above Average   3 = Average        2 = Below Average 1 = Needs 
Improvement 
 
Score 
 

Additional Comments: 
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AYSO (Program name) Goalkeeper Evaluation Form 

 

Player Name  ___________________________________________  Date  ____________ 

EVALUATOR  ___________________________________________                                                                                                

_________________________________________________________________________ 
     
Outstanding (5) translates to a goalkeeper who: 
Is always in the ready position; is constantly adjusting his or her position as the angle of the ball changes; is able 
to take the initiative away from the attacker; has the ability to read and assess the line;  is focused at all times; 
uses communication that is instructive in nature and clear and loud enough to carry to teammates; has excellent 
physical and technical skills to deal with demands of the goalkeeper position; is proficient at initiating the attack; 
consistently makes the save; and has excellent command of distribution techniques. 
 
Above Average (4) translates to a goalkeeper who: 
Is always in the ready position; is constantly adjusting his or her position as the angle of the ball changes; is able 
to take the initiative away from the attacker; has the ability to read and assess the line; is focused most of the 
time; uses communication that is instructive in nature and clear; has excellent physical and technical skills  to deal 
with demands of the goalkeeper position;  is able initiate the attack; frequently makes the save; and has good 
command of distribution techniques. 
   
Average (3) translates to a player who: 
Assumes the ready position most of the time; frequently adjusts his or her position as the angle of the ball 
changes; is hesitant to take the initiative away from the attacker; has the ability to assess the line most of the 
time; is focused at times; uses communication that is instructive in nature; has good physical and technical skills 
to deal with demands of the goalkeeper position; is able to initiate the attack; usually makes the save; and has 
command of most distribution techniques. 
   
Below Average (2) translates to a player who: 
Occasionally assumes the ready position; seldom adjusts his or her position as the angle of the ball changes; is 
hesitant to take the initiative away from the attacker; is infrequently focused; uses communication; has some 
physical and technical skills to deal with demands of the goalkeeper position; is hesitant to initiate the attack; 
occasionally makes the save; and has limited command of distribution techniques. 
   
Needs Improvement (1) translates to a player who: 
Rarely adjusts his or her position as the angle of the ball changes; is hesitant to take the initiative away from the 
attacker; cannot assess the line; is distracted; does not communicate; has limited physical and technical skills to 
deal with demands of the goalkeeper position; will not initiate the attack; seldom makes the save; and lacks 
command of distribution techniques. 
 

Score  
 
 
Overall rating for: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership  
 5 = Outstanding   4 =  Above Average   3 = Average        2 = Below Average 1 = Needs Improvement 

  
Score 
 
 
Additional Comments: 
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Player and Parent  
(Program name) Program Evaluation Summary Sheet  

 
Players Name                                                                  Date  
 
The intent of this evaluation is to provide you the player and your parent a neutral qualified evaluator’s opinion of 
the soccer skills relative to a typical U-XXX and above soccer player at the tryout you attended for (PROGRAM 
NAME).  
 
Each player’s technical, tactical, functional attacking and functional defending skills were assessed at four 
different evaluation stations.  The four stations were staffed with two (2) Field Evaluators and one (1) Goalkeeper 
Evaluator (with the exception of the station that has no goalkeepers).  
 
The following were the findings of the evaluators.  
5 = Outstanding   4 = Above Average   3 = Average    2 = Below Average   1 = Needs Improvement 
 
Station 1 - Technical 
On half of a full sized soccer field, players will play 6 vs. 6 possession (keep away) under pressure for 20 minutes. 
This activity is designed to enable players to demonstrate their technical abilities. Evaluators will concentrate on 
the evaluation of players’ dribbling, passing and ball control abilities including: turning, shielding, vision, 
feints/fakes, balance and touch while dribbling; passing with accuracy, pace, timing and deceptiveness; and 
controlling techniques using various surfaces while maintaining eye contact with the ball and ultimately preparing 
the ball for the next move.  
 
Station 2 - Tactical 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers (see 
Goalkeeper Evaluation) for 20 minutes (rotate the goalkeepers if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on 
the evaluation of players’ overall skills in developing tactical play including: field awareness; communication; 
leadership; awareness of organization and shape of play; ability to play on and off the ball; and ability to support, 
create options and make appropriate runs that support the attack or defense (see Tactical Evaluation Sheet). 
 
 
Station 3 - Functional Attacking 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers for 20 
minutes (rotate the goalkeepers, if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on the evaluation of players’ 
ability to maintain possession under pressure, create individual and team space, turn on a defender, recognize 
and take the direct route to goal, plus anticipation, preparation, decisiveness and timing when shooting. 
 
 
Station 4- Functional Defending 
On half of a full sized soccer field with two full sized goals, players will play 6 vs. 6 plus goalkeepers for 20 
minutes (rotate the goalkeepers, if numbers warrant). Evaluators will concentrate on the evaluation of players’ 
defending control and balance, ability to establish appropriate marking distance, goal-side/ball-side position, 
ability to prevent an attacker from turning and tackling skills.  
 
 
Overall rating for: Sportsmanship, Coachability, Attitude and Leadership.  
 
 
You have been selected to participate in the program  
 
 
 
Sorry, you have not been selected to participate in the program 
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Open Tryout Station Layout Example 1 
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Open Tryout Station Layout Example 2 
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AYSO (Program name) Evaluator Tally Form 
 

Evaluator Name ___________________  Evaluator Name ___________________ Evaluator Name ________________________   

 

Date  ________________________  Boys____    Girls____   

 

Scale:  5 = Outstanding, 4 = Above Average, 3 = Average, 2 = Below Average, 1 = Needs Improvement 

  Station 1           Station 2                  Station 3                  Station 4 

        TACTICAL      TECHNICAL        DEFENDING     ATTACKING 

Player No.     Player Name                       Rating + Attitude       Rating + Attitude       Rating + Attitude      Rating + Attitude 

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

_______          ______________________________             ______ + ______         ______ + ______         ______ + ______        ______ + ______  

 

Scale:  5 = Outstanding, 4 = Above Average, 3 = Average, 2 = Below Average, 1 = Needs Improvement 
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Goalkeeper Score Tally Form 

 

 

Goalkeeper Evaluator Name ________________________ 

 

Goalkeepers Evaluation - 5 = Outstanding, 4 = Above Average, 3 = Average, 2 = Below Average, 1 = Needs Improvement 

 

Player (Goalkeeper) Name 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


